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ABSTRACT
It has been almost axiomatic that BWR fuel bundle critical power performance could not be improved without an accompanying
increase in bundle pressure drop. It appeared that in order to increase the bundle dryout resistance it was necessary to perturb the
bundle coolant flow paths in some fashion. Ts resulted in an unacceptable bundle pressure drop increase, However, by adding
part length rods to decrease bundle pressure drop and by inserting an extra spacer with rearranged spacer pitch and flow trippers
on the channel wall at the top of the bundle to increase critical power it was possible to achieve the goal of increased bundle critical
power without pressure drop increase.

lower than the cosine. Thus, another thermal hydraulic objective
I. INTRODUCTION of this program was to narrow the difference between outlet peak

BWR fuel bundle design requires that many trade-offs be and cosine axial shape critical power performance.

made before an optimal result is obtained. In the area of thermal Ill. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
hydraulics the two crucial design parameters are bundle critical
power and pressure drop. Critical power is used by the nuclear This work was guided largely by the insights gained from
designers to optimize core operating margins and to minimize fuel many previous 8x8 and 9x9 bundle configurations which had been
cycle cost. Bundle pressure drop must be controlled to prevent tested in the 17 MW ATLAS heat transfer test facility at GE
flow mismatch between new reload bundles and the remainder of Nuclear Energy in San Jose, California. Starting about 1975
the core, and also to ensure ample stability margins. In the past many new concepts were tested and it was this experience which
critical power perfonnance iprovements were always contributed to the evolution of the new design. For example, in
accompanied by an increase in bundle pressure drop. In tis paper previous work with 8x8 fuel I the ferrule type spacer had shown
a new design is described in which critical power is improved superior thermal hydraulic capabilities compared to either the egg-
without increasing bundle pressure drop. Of course, any proposed crate or the unit cell type spacers. It also met all other necessary
design must have good nuclear efficiency, use acceptable performance criteria. Therefore, it was also chosen for these 9x9
materials, be structurally sound, should be economically designs.
manufacturable and potentially attractive to utility customers.

In a previous development test2 it had been established
II. OBJECTIVE that bundle pressure drop in a 8x8 assembly could be significantly

reduced with small loss in critical power performance if four ull-
The objective of our work was to improve the critical length rods (FLRs) were replaced by four part length rods (PLRs)

power performance of a reference 9x9 13WR fuel design without which terminated half way up the bundle. This pressure drop
increasing its active fuel bundle pressure drop, changing its basic reduction technique could be expected to be equally beneficial for
lattice geometry or degrading any other required fuel performance a 9x9 design. The introduction of PLRs into a 9x9 design created
criterion. he reference design was a fully rodded bundle having an opportunity to trade the resultant pressure drop reduction for
two large central water rods enclosed in a standard BVIR fiiel improved critical power.
channel. The water rods occupied seven fuel rod lattice positions

leaving 74 fuel rod positions. This design is subsequently referred A. Spacer Addition with Non-uniform Pitch
to as Bundle R.

An eighth spacer was added at the top of the
Early bundle critical power tests were generally performed with bundle. Previously3, however, spacers had been added with a
chopped cosine axial heat flux shape. As inlet and outlet peak reduced uniform pitch for the top spacers. In this design the top
critical power test data became available, it became apparent that five spacers were arranged with an optimized, nonuniform pitch
the inlet peak critical power performance was higher than the while below the fifth spacer the standard, uniform spacer pitch
center peak cosine and the outlet peak critical power perfon-nance was maintained. This concept helped improve critical power
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performance for every rod in the lattice and also had maximum TV EXPERIMENTAL DATA
improvement effect for the case with outlet peak axial he-at flux Two types of experimental data were taken during tis
shape, program: bundle pressure drop and critical power. Bundle

pressure drop is independent of local peaking (for those power
B. Channel Wall Flow Tripper distributions normally encountered in reactor applications), hence,

Before full-scale rod bundle. test results became needs only to be obtained once for each axial heat flux shape.
available, channel wall trippers had been successfully applied to a However, for nuclear design applications, critical power data must
large internally heated annulus4. Later the concept in a slightly be obtained for each independent lattice position in the bundle for
modified form was extended to the top of an 8x8 bundle design to at least one axial power shape. In this study Bundle R was tested
improve outer rod critical power with very little effect on bundle only with sufficient completeness to provide an adequate
pressure drop. The purpose of the trippers is to deflect the liquid reference, while, Bundle A was extensively tested so as to provide
film flowing along the channel wall toward design and licensing type experimental data.
the outer row of fuel rods resulting in enhanced critical power
performance for those outer rods. Due to the success of this A. Bundle Pressure Drop Test Results
concept in an 8xg design it was added to the Bundle A
configuration. Two-phase bundle pressure drop data were

obtained for both designs with both cosine and outlet peaked axial
A summary of the bundle design data comparing heat flux shapes over a full range of bundle power and flow

the two designs is shown on Table III-I. conditions for a pressure of 1000 psia and an inlet subcooling of

25 BTUAb. These results are shown on Figures V-I and IV-2.
Table III-I They clearly indicate that the objective of equal or lower pressure

drop for the optimized (Bundle A) design was realized.
Summary of Bundle Design Data B. Critical Power Test Results

Parameter Bundle R Bundle A

Lattice 9X9 9X9 Baseline critical power data were obtained for the
Fuel rod OD 0.440" 0.440" reference bundle (Bundle R) which included six local peaking
Number. of FLRs 74 66 patterns, three,"rith outlet peak axial heat flux shape and three
Active FLR length 146" 146" with chopped cosine axial shape. To make the Bundle R data most
Number of PLRs None 8 representative the three peaking patterns tested with each axial
Number of water rods 2 2
Channel ID 5.278" 5.278" flux shape were configured so that the critical rod location was
Channel Wall Smooth Trippers moved from the outer row of rods to the second and lastly to the
Number of spacers 7 8 third row of rods. Critical power tests were performed using
Spacer pitch Uniform Non-uniform Bundle A having 47 local peaking patternsMth three axial heat
Tested axial heat flux Chopped Cosine, Inlet Peak, flux shapes.

shapes (Figure 31) Outlet Peak Chopped Cosine,
Outlet Peak
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Figure IV-1 Figure IV-2
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V. CRITICAL POWER DATA To test the validity of these straight line fits, the standard deviation
COMPARISON of the ratio of the predicted to measured Bundle A critical powers

was calculated. Sixty data points ith cosine axial heat flux shape
A. Method of Comparison and forty with outlet peak shape were correlated with a standard

deviation of 31% and 1.2%6, respectively. These fits were deemed
it was not feasible to make direct data versus data acceptable to proceed with the next step in the comparison

critical power comparisons. It was possible, however, to use the process.
Bundle A data base to predict its performance with peaking
patterns comparable to Bundle R. This was done using a C. Critical Power Comparisons
calculational approach which correlated critical power at the same
inlet fluid conditions to a bundle equivalent local peaking. This The thirty Bundle R critical power data points
technique is explained below in Section and C. from six different assemblies obtained at a pressure of I 00 psia

and an inlet subcooling of 20 BTU/lb were compared against the
B. Bundle A Critical Power Prediction critical power predictions calculated from the Bundle A data base

(Figure V-1). These results demonstrated a mean critical power

For the present case the Bundle A data at a improvement of 39% for the cosine shape, 85% for the outlet
constant pressure of 1000 psia and inlet subcooling of 20 BTU/lb peak shape and 62% for all 30 data points.

were divided into ten different groups according to axial heat flux
shapes (cosine and outlet peak) and mass fluxes 03, 0.5 0825,
1. 15 and 135 Mlb/hr-ft2) and each group was plotted as critical VI. CONCLUSIONS
power versus equivalent peaking. A best fit straight line was
generated for each data group and a statistical comparison made of The objectives of the program were satisfied. The
the results (Table V-1). addition of an extra spacer with optimized pitch and flow trippers
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on the channel wall at the top of the bundle resulted in improved techniques. In particular, this improvement, on average, was more
critical power performance without the usual pressure drop than twice as great for the outlet peak axial flux shape as it was
penalty associated with other critical power improvement for the cosine shape.

Table V I

CONTARISON OF BUNDLE A "BEST FIT" vs MEASURED
CRITICAL POWER RESULTS

-G(Mb/hr-ft**2)
Flux Shape 0.3 0.5 0.825 1.15 1.35 All

Cosine N 12 12 12 12 12 60
a %) 2.54 2.38 2.60 4.07 4.17 3.14

Outlet Peak N 8 8 8 8 8 40
a ON 0.85 1.29 1.29 1.08 1.22 1.24

All N 100
2.55

Figure V-1
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